
 
Lightly Row        

(lines 2 & 4 are the same; form is ABCB) 

Start this piece as you are still improving your Twinkles.  When this piece is first learned, it is played staccato 

(short notes) for preparation of fingering & string crossing.  Later it is played more legato (longer bows). 

 

E:   0               0 0 0- 

A:        2  2- 3 1 1-  0 1 2 3  

-----PREVIEW SPOT---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E: 0                 0 0 

A:    2 2 2 3 1 1 1   0 2        2 2 2- 

----------------------------------PREVIEW SPOT----------------------------------- 

E:                0- 

A: 1 1 1 1  1 2 3- 2 2 2 2 2 3 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E: 0                 0 0 

A:    2 2 2 3 1 1 1   0 2        2 2 2- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

 

Lightly Row   

with letter names: 

 

E:   E               E E E- 

A:        C#  C#- D B B-  A B C# D  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E: E                 E E 

A:    C# C# C# D B B B  A C#        C# C# C#- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E:                  E- 

A: B B B B  B C# D- C# C# C# C# C# D 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E: E                 E E 

A:    C# C# C# D B B B  A C#        C# C# C#- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Rhythms: and    .A quarter note  gets 1 count.  A half note gets 2 counts. 

 

Preview Spot:   

A: 02 E:00 A: 222 

More advanced students can use 4th 

finger on A instead of open E string 



 

 

 

How to Practice Lightly Row: 
PREPARATION: 

Short-short long on A Major scale (middle of bow to tip of  bow).   Up: A: 0123 E: 0123  Down: E: 3210 A: 3210 

Short-short long on Twinkle theme (middle of bow to tip of bow). 

Left hand “Popcorn” exercise for 2nd finger: 0101020201010 

Listen to the recording often.  You can quietly hum the melody. Don’t forget to sing in your head. 

Sing out loud while shadow bowing in the air.  Sing in your head while shadow bowing in the air. 

Student plays the rhythm of the song on open E with the teacher or recording or while singing the melody. 

 

PREVIEWS:  (right arm raises to go to A and lowers to go to E string). 

1. play the opening  rhythm on E string with short strokes.   

2. practice going from E to A: put bow at its middle tape.  Play 1st Twinkle rhythm on E.  Raise right arm and  

    roll bow to A.  play 1st Twinkle rhythm on A.  go back to A and repeat.  

3. E:   0                

A:         2  2- 3 1 1-   (2 goes down before bow rolls to A string). 
 

4. E:        0 0 

A: 0 2         2 2 2- (practice this both down and up bow, as it happens both ways in the song). 

At first, “drive” the bow for your child.  Then have your child do it alone.    

5. Also Practice the skipping pattern by reviewing Apple Tree.  Play Apple Tree  using 3-1 on A and also 

open E-2 on A  

Apple Tree: Apple tree, apple tree, will your apples fall on me. 

   I won’t cry, I won’t shout, if your apples knock me out! 

   A: 331 331 3311 331  repeat;   also practice this way:  eeA2  eeA2 eea2a2 eea2 

        ddB ddB ddbb ddB repeat;  also practice this way:  eeC# eeC# eec#c# eeC# repeat. 

 

LEARNING THE SONG: 

1. Use the body staff, and use it to show the melodic shape as you sing the fingering and/or letter names in 

rhythm.  

Body Staff:   Knees  hips  shoulders nose  top of head 

   A0 (A)  A1 (B)  A2 (C#) A3 (D)  E0.                              

2. Sing short parts of the song with finger numbers/letter names.  Your practice partner should look at the 

notation while you do this.  Finger without saying the numbers/letter names. 

3. Hold the instrument guitar style and finger  the new piece.   Can you do it without saying the finger 

numbers? 

4. Use the bow and play the piece in small sections.  Your practice partner can drive the bow at first while  

            you concentrate on the fingers. Repetition is important. 

5. Play the song in a slow, medium, and fast tempo.  Stay at a slow tempo until you can play it without  

mistakes.   

6. When you can play through the song, you may begin working on the next piece in small steps. 

• When you can play the song in performance tempo without mistakes, add it to your review plan. 

• Check left wrist is not collapsed and head is really supporting violin. 

• Keep reviewing Twinkle! 

 

 


